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ABSTRACT

Lexical functions (LF) model relations between terms
in the lexicon. These relations can be knowledge about
the world (Napoleon was an emperor) or knowledge about
the language (,destiny, is synonym of yarc,). In this article,
we show that LF instanciation in texts is useful both for
semantic analysis (for example, resolution of lexical ambi-
guities or prepositional attachment and synthesis, i.e. nat_
ural language generation. We describe the architecture of a
Semantic Lexical Base and the way how LFs are modeled,
detected and used. More precisely, we show how each LF
is modelled using thematic (concepfual vectors) and lexical
(materialised relations between database objects) informa_
tion and how we exploit the results in the base. We also
describe how these functions allow the database to be ex-
plored continuously rather than in a discrete wav.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many applications in Natural Language processing, like
automatic summarization (AS), information retrieval (IR)
or machinal translation (MT), perform a semantic analysis
(SA) which consists of, among other things, computing a
thematic representation for the whole text and its 

"o-fo_nents. In oru case, thematic information is computed as a
set ofconceptual vectors which represent ideas and provide
a quick estimation whether texts or their components (para_
graphs, sentences or words) are part of the same semantic
field, i.e. whether they have anything in common or not.
At least four main problems should be solved during this
step. (l) lexical (word sense) ambiguity (2) references i.e.
anaphora resolution and identification ofthe coferents ; (3)
prepositional attachments i.e. determination of the gover_
nor or head ofthe prepositional phrase ; (4) interpretation
paths i.e. compatibility of the various ambiguities.

One way to resolve these different type of ambiguities
is to use Lexical Functions (LF). LFs model typical re_
lations between terms in the lexicon. Such relations are
synonymy, the different types of antonyrny, intensification
("strongfear","heavy rain") or the typical relation ofin_
Strument (,to cut, fOrhde,,,shovel, flt ,to dig,). In this paper,
we show that LFs are needed to model both world knowl-
edge ("Napoleon was an emperor,) and language specific
knowledge (,destiny, is synonym o f ,(ate,). We will also show
the cenhal role this notions plays for semantic analysis and
for resolving various kinds of ambiguities.

Finally, we present the architecture of a lexical semantic
database built to model, detect and exploit LFs. We show
that these LFs need a database composed of three types
of lexical objects (LExIcAL rrEM, AccEprroN, rexle)
connected by materialised links and thematic information

(conceptual vectors). They are automatically built from
heterogenous resources like various kind of dictionaries
(classic, synonym or antonym, etc.), thesauri, ...

We present the construction LF in order to build con-
ceptual vectors from other conceptual vectors. For exam-
ple, an antonymy function allows the conceptual vector of
<existence> to be built from the conceptual vector of,non-
exisrence'. We present a neighborhood function allowing the
estimation of the most appropriate word in the case of lan-
guage generation. This is based on anluation ZFs which
permit to estimate the relevance of a relation between two
lexical objects. Hence, in our lexical database, relations are
not directly materialised as in Wordnet [8] or FrameNet
[33], they are computed from both thematic (conceptual
vectors) and lexical (materialised linkst) information. This
allow us to explore data in a continuous way rather than in
the classical discrete way.

2. SEMAI\TIC ANALYSIS

There are at least four kinds of semantic ambiguities
which need to be resolved during SA : lqical ambigui-
ties, references, prepos itional attachments and interpreta-
tion paths.

2.1 Lexical Ambiguity

Words can have several meanings. This phenomenon
known for ages2 leads to one of the most imfortant prob-
lems in NLP, lexical disambiguation (also often called
Word Sense Disambiguation). It involves selecting the
most appropriate acception of each word in the text. We de-
fine an acception as a particular meaning of a lexical item
acknowledged and recognized by usage. It is a semantic
unit acceptable in a given language [41]. For example, the
lexical item.mouse' has at least three acceptions: the nouns
referring Io the ,computer device,, to the ,rcdenr and the verb
denoting the ,hunting, of the animal. Unlike lexical items,
acceptions are monosemantic.

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), i.e. the task of re-
solving lexical ambiguity, is a widely studied problem in
SA [15]. For MT, it is essential to know which partic-
ular meaning is used in the source text as otherwise the
wrong translation is likely to occur. For example, the En-
glish word ,iver, car, be translated in French as <flewe' or
<riviere,. It is also important in information rehieval, as it
helps eliminating documents which contain only inappro-

-]H9r9 paler should begin to understand that we distinguish matsri-
alised links between lexical objects in the BLS and relations between
these objects modelised thanks to LF.

2Sumerian known for their invention ofthe writing system, about 3200
years prior to our era, have a very polysemous language [l l].
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priate senses of a word with regard to the request, thereby

increasing recall and precision.

2.2 References

Anaphora resolution is the phenomena whereby a pro-

noun is properly related to another element of the text. For

example, in"The cat climbed onto the seat, then it began

to sleep.", "it" refers to "cat" and not to "seat". Anaphoric

resolution in MT is important as it associates pronouns to

oontent nouns. Indeed, genders often vary accordingto the

language. Thus, anaphoric resolution can help to translate

the word which suppons it. Therefore, in French, "it" can

be translated either as "il" (masculine), as here in our case,

or "elle" (feminine) whereas in German it could be either

"er". "sie" or "es" since German has three genders. Note

that in German the pronoun would be "sie" (feminine) and

not masculine, as in French ("Die Katze Haetterte auf den

Sia und (sie) begann dann zu schlafen").
Identity is the phenomenon whereby two words refer

to the same entity in real world as "cat" and "animal" in the

following two sentences"The cat climbed onto the chair

The animsl began to sleeP.".

2.3 Prepositional Attachnent

Prepositional attachment concerns finding the depen-

dence link between a prepositional phrase and a syntactic

head (verb, noun, adjective) [10]. ln"He sees the girl with

a telescope." the prepositional phrase "with a telescope"

can be attached either to the noun phrase "the girl' or to

the verb phrase "see". Proper attachment is crucial in MT
in particular. For a language like English, prepositions con-

siderably modiff verb meaning. In"The msn took aferry
across the rtver", the most logical attachment foracross'

should be the verb 'to take', which in French would yield

"L'homme traversa la rividre enferry.".If it were attached

to'"ferry' we would express a different translation "L'homme

pris unferry d travers la riviire.".

2.4 InterpretatlonPaths

Due to semantic ambiguities, a sentence can have sev-

eral interpretations. Such ambiguities occur often, espe-

cially in short texts as they contain less information- These

ambiguities can be of various sorts, and they can be intro-

duced on pupose by the author. The interested reader can

find a good discussion and various examples concerning

this phenomenon in [26]. We will show just one example

here,"The sentence is too long.", which can be interpreted

either as a phrase with a non-trivial length or as a condem-

nation with a non-trivial duration.

3. LEXICAL FUNCTIONS

3.f Lexical and lYorld Knowledge

The existence of a distinction between lexical knowl-

edge (LK) and world knowledge (WK) has been subject of
great debate ever since the beginning of the 1980's. Ac-

cording to John Haiman [12], there is no difference be-

tween the two, while Wierzbicka [45] argues that they are

completely different. An interesting review can be found in

Korn6l Bangha's dissertation thesis [l] with respect to the

status of lexical knowledge versus world knowledge and

their respective roles in the process of interpretation. Here,

we take an intermediary stance, close to Korn6l Bangha's.

We consider that knowledge can be divided into three cat-

egories: (l) WK which is not directly lexicalised, hence,

which is not LK. For example, someone may know some

facts concerning geography (location ofNew York), his-

tory (How and when did JFK die?) or everyday life (cur-

rent price of the latest Ferrari). However, none of this

information is lexicalised. The information can only be

expressed via statements; (2) l4rK which is directly lexi-
calised. For example, the sentence "During monsoon sea-

son, Penang has heavy rain" is the expression ofthe fact in
the real world that there is a certain amount of rain falling
in Penang during Monsoon lexicalised as'heavy'; (3) some

LK which connot be considered as lexicalisation of lYK.

This is the case for grammatical gender in languages like
French and German. Thus, the French lexical iterrrs'voinre'

(,car,) and,piscine, ('swimmingpoot') are feminine, yet there is

no slightest correlation between the grammatical gender of
these words and the objects they stand for.

3.2 LF for Linguistic Knowledge (|,FLK)

LFLK are similar to Mel'6uk's LF [23]. They model

LFs which correspond to linguistic knowledge. One must

be aware of the fact that these functions also represent a

state of the world, but this state is represented by a par-

ticular, but arbitrary (synchronically) item in the language.

Thus, the sentence "John had a strongfear" corresponds

to the real world situation describing the intense fear ex-

perienced by John, and is lexicalised by the magninde LF
Magn and one of its values, <strong>. There are nno kinds

of LFLK, paradigmatics which formalise classical seman-

tic relations (synonymy, antonymy, . . . ) and syntagmat-

ics which formalise collocations, "combinations of luical
items which prevail on others without any obvious logical
reason." [29]. In the first category we have:

r slnonym] (Syn) which characterises different forms
with the same meaning due only to use and without
any direct relationship to reality. Syn('plane'):{'airptane',

'aeroplane'r. . . \;
. antonymies (Anti) which concem items whose se'

mantic features are symetric relatively to an axis [39].
Anti(,ti1e): {,death',. . .}; Anti('not'): {'cotcl',. . .}
. generics (Gener) which correspond to zubstitution hy-
pernyms i.e. terms of the hierarchy which are prefened

to others as reference by use. To take an example,

we do not say "The vehicle has landed' bvt "the air'
craft has lande|', hence Gener('plane'f{'aherafi'} but not

Gener(,ptane')f{'vehicle'}. This frrnction is different from
hypernymy where Hyper('plane'):{'aircrafi','vehicle'}'t

Conceming the syntagnatic LF, we have,

. adjectival LF like intensification (Magn) or confirma-

tion ( Ver). Magrr('rea'): {'snong'} ; Magn('ratn'f {'neot'v'} ;
Vef(' agreement'): {' gooa','positive',. .' }
o collective Mu('aog):{'pack'} and its opposite Sing

Sing(.nte'):{' grain'}
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3.3 LF for the World Knowledge (LFWK)

LFWK allow the modelling of knowledge about the
world. The following LFWKs are examples :

. hypernymy (Hyper) which is the class hypernymy con-
trary to Gener which is the substitution hypemymy.
As already mentioned, the world knowledge ,,a chair
is a seat " is retranscribed in language by the fact
that ,seat, is a hypernym of ,chair, which is a LK.
Hyper(,plane,)- {,aircran,,,vehicle',. . . } )

. it's opposite relation, hyponymy. Hyponymy can be
seen as the hanscription in language of the property that
a class is a subclass of another. Hypo(,atrcraft)*{.ptane,},
Hypo(,vehtcle,)= {, plane,,, car,,, boat,} ;
. instance(Insf) : lnst(.writer,):{,Ernest Hemingway,,,nctur
Hugo', . . . \, Inst(, horse,): {, Tornado,,, Black,,. ., } ;. its opposite relation, C,lass : Class(,Ernest Heming-
way'f {'writer', ,American,, . . .}, Inst(,Ahck )= {,horse,r. . .};
c m€ron!fi! (Mero), the part-of relation and its opposite
ho lonymy (HoIo). Mero(, plane,)= {,fiise lage, n,wing,,. . . } lr verbal relations as instrument (lnstr) which links an ac-
tion to its typical instrument (Instr(,to dig,): {,pick',. . .} Io-
stt(,to write,): {,pen,,,keyboard',... } the agent relation (agt)
which links an action to its typical agent and patienr which
links an action to its typical patient influenced by it. agt(,to
eat ): ,cap; pt(,cat ): ,food,.

3.4 Using of Lexical Functions

3.4.1 For Applications

Machine trenslation is certainly the main application
for lexical functions. Indeed, Igor Mel'Euk introduced
them in the early 60's to resolve some MT problems. He
was then looking for "a simple method allowing to avoid
thousands of tedious tests necessary for a computer in or-
der to find the russian equivalents of English lexemes. . .,,
[23]. He noticed a phenomena common to most languages
and well-known by translators : some terms are associated
with others, whereas their direct equivalents are not used
to mark a similar idea. Thus, we speak of ,,grosse 

fiivre,,
in French, but not of *"big 

fever" in English, where,,high
fever" will be used instead. Likewise, in Spanish we say
fehre, ,aha> ot <muchd but not .graz,. These phenomena are
modelled by what is called lexical functions. They can be
applied to any language in the same manner and are consid-
ered as universal. In Ml LF can be used as an interlingua
i.e. as an intermediate language like in [14].

Information Retrieval can be divided into two phases.
The first one, documents indexing consists of building a
computational representation for each document. The sec-
ond one, the search phase, consists oftransforming the re-
quest into a similar representation and to extract the clos-
est documents according to the given criteria. LFs can be
useful to find synonymy of values. For example, we can
imagine that the text representation does not directly refer
to text segments like "a high fear" or "crushing majority,,
but rather to Magn(fear,) and Magn(,majority,). Then, doc-
uments with "a high fear" or "a strong fear,' and,,,crush-
ing majority" ot "landslide majority" would be more eas-

ily found than with simple distributional techniques used
in systems like SMART [35] or Latent Semantic Analysis
t6l.

3.4.2 For solving SA Problems

LFs can provide some clues which can help in the vari-
ous tasks discribed in section 2.

Lexical Disanbiguation : The two t)?es of LFs can
help us:

- LFLK:to identiff the syntagmatic relations between
two words or at least to estimate its existence can help to
identifr the possible meanings for the corresponding lexi-
cal item. Thus, in "At the time of his recent election to the
senate, Mr Smith obtqined a crushing majority." <majority,

can be partly disambiguated thanks to the LF Magn. ln-
deed, we can consider that,majority, expresses a notion of
age (some kind of adulthood), the proportional superiority
in terms of vote or assembly, yet only Magn(majoritylvote):
<crushin{ and Magn(majoritylassenbly) = ,cntshing exist. In
the same vein, synonyms or generics can indirectly con-
tribute to the clarification via identity relation.

- LFITK:T:hese functions formalise world relations
which can exist between the terms. Hence, information
such as "Renauh has connection with cars" or"Napoleon
was an emperor" (the man at the head of a state and not the
penguin) may contribute to lexical disambiguation. Clari-
fication can be achiwed here again, though indirectly, by
disambiguating the identity relations thanks to hypernymy
or instantiation.

Identity Relations Identification : These relations are
partly supported by equivalent terrns in context. They can
be synonyms but also hypemyms. Knowing or identiffing
these relations in a text can thus be a determining element
for the meaning reconstruction.

Prepositional Attachments : collocation information
which are described with some LFLK (like the adjectival
functions) can contribute to resolving prepositional attach-
ments. A Web based method was tested in [10] where a
large corpus was created to automatically extract lexical
and statistical information on attachments to deduce the
most probable ones in dependency syntactic analysis.

4, LF MODELLING : LEXICAL AI{D THEMATIC
INFOR]VIATION

4.1 Conceptual Vectors

4.1.1 Principle and Thematic Distance

We represent thematic aspects of textual segments (doc-
uments, paragraph, phrases, etc) by conceptual vectors.
Vectors have long been used in information retrieval [34],
for meaning representation in the LSI model [6] and for
latent semantic analysis (LSA) studies in psycholinguis-
tics. In computational linguistics, [4] proposed a formal-
ism for the projection of the linguisfic notion of seman-
tic field in a vectorial space. Our model is inspired by
this approach. Given a set of elernentary concepts, it is
possible to build vectors (conceptual vectors) and to asso-
ciate them to any linguistic object. This vector approach is
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based on known mathematical properties. It is thus possi-

ble to apply well founded formal manipulations associated

to reasonable linguistic interpretations' Concepts are de-

fined from a thesaurus (in our protot)?e applied to French,

we used the Larousse thesaurus [19] where 873 concepts

are identified) to compare it with the thousand defined in

Roget's thesaurus [6]). Let Cbe a finite set of n con-

cepts, a conceptual vectot V is a linear combinaison ofel-
ements c; of C. For a meaning A, a vector I/(l) is the

description (in extension) ofactivations ofall concepts of
C. For example, the different meanings of 'door'could be

projected on the following concepts (the coNcrrrf intelsial

is ordered by decreasing values): Y('door'): (orEr'rrNcfa'al ,

eemrenfo.zl , urr,trfo.rsJ, moxt,lrvfo.r.l ' Exrrruonfo.ll, rr'r-

remon[0.-lll, ...
Comparison between conceptual vectors is based on

angular distance. For two conceptual vectors A and B,

D/A,B): arccos(Sim(A,B)) where Sin is Sim(X,Y):
cos(,f]) : [ffi. Intuitively, this firnction consti-

tutes an evaluatibn of the thematic proximity and measures

the angle between the two vectors. We would generally

consider that, for a distance D,a(A,B) S I (45")' A and

B are thematically close and share many concepts. For

DA(A,B) 2 f , the thematic proximity between A and B

would be considered as loose. Around 1., tk 
"y 

have no re-

lation. Dl is a real distance function. It verifies the proper-

ties of reflexivity, symmetry and triangular inequality. We

have, for example, the following angles (values are in ra-

dian and degrees).
DANUit), VCr"r){ (0')
D,EN $it'), v(Dlrd))4.5s (3 l' )
DAN @it'\, Y ('sparrow'))4.35 (20')
D A(v (, riP), v (' tr a in')Y 1 .28 (7 3" )
D AN F it'), V (' in s ecr)14.57 (32" )

The first one has a straightforward interpretation, as a
.r,?' cannot be closer to anything else than to itself' The

second and the third are not very surprising either since a

'tit'is a kind of 'sparrow'which is a kind of 'bird'. A'tit'
has not much in common with a'rrain', which explains the

large angle between them. One may wonder why 'ar and
.insect>, are rather close with only 32" between them. If
we scrutinise the definition of 'cr from which its vector

is computed (Insectivourous passerine bird with colorful

feather\ perhaps the interpretation of these values would

seem clearer. Indee( the thematic distance is by no way

an ontological distance.

4.1.2 Limitation of Conceptual Vectors

4. 1.2.a For LF Detectionils shown in [2], distances com-

puted on vectors are influenced by shared components

and/or distinct components. Angular distance is a good

tool for our aims because of its mathematical characteris-

tics, its simplicity to understand and to linguistically in-

terpret and ultimately allow it efficient implementation.

Whatever chosen distance, used on this kind of vectors

(represanting ideas and not term occurences), the smaller

the distance, the bigger the number of lexical objects in the

same semantic field (Rastier uses the term isotopy for this

13 ll).
In the framework of semantic analysis as outlined here,

we use angular distance to take advantage of mutual in-
formation carried by conceptual vectors in order to make

disambiguate words pertaining to the same or closely re-

lated semantic fields. Thus,"Zidane scored a goal." caibe
disambiguated thanks to common ideas concerning sport,

while "The lawyer pleads at the court." can be disam-

biguated thanks to those of justice. Furthermore, vectors

allow to attach properly prepositions due to knowledge

about vision. For example, the prepositional phrase "wi&
a telescope" would be attached to the verb "scl' in the

sentence "He saw the girl with the telescope.".

On the confiary, conceptual vectors cannot be used to

disambiguate terms pertaining to different semantic fields.

Actually, an analysis solely based on them might lead to

misinterpretation. For example, the French not:rn <avocat>

has two meanings. It is the equivalent of 'lawver'and the

equivalent of the fruit'avocado'. In the French sentence

"L'avocat a mangd un fruit.", "The lawer has eaten a

fruit", <to eaP znd'ftuit' corvey the idea of food', hence the

interpretation computed by conceptual vectors fot'avocat'

will be ,avocado'.It would have been good to rcalizelhat"a
lawyer is a humen" and"a human eats" , yel' this is not pos-

sible byusing only conceptual vectors' They are simply not

sufficient to exploit the instanciation of LFs in texts' how-

ever, a lexical network can help to overcome these short-

comings. These kind of limitations have been shown in
experiments for the semantic analysis using ant algorithms
in [7].
4.1.2.b For LF Modelling.

We have shown in several publications that such a hy-

brid approach is needed for LF Modelling. For paradig-

matic LFs, [40] used it for the three qpes of antonyms and

[8] for generics and hypernyms.

For syntagmatic LF modelling, it seems difficult to
model seemingly arbitrary collocations (as they do not

have a common theme) with conceptual vectors'

4.2 Lexical Networks

4.2.1 Principles

Natural language processing has used lexical networks

for more than fourty years, with Ross Quillian's work go-

ing back to the end of the sixtie's [30]. Authors differ con-

cerning the network type and the way to use them. Some

authors use directly graph microsffuctures (cliques, hubs)

while others use them indirectly through similarity oper-

ations and/or activation ofnodes (neural networks, pager-

ank).
The types of networks depends on entities chosen for

nodes (lexical items, meanings, concepts) and on lexical

relations chosen for edges. We can consider two fami-
lies of lexical networks : (l) semantie lexical networl<s

such as Quillan's [5], or, more recently, [43], WordNet [8]'
[7], where nodes correspond to lexical items, concepts or

meanings and, usually, there are seveml kind of edges to

qualifr a relation (synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy' . . . );
(2) distributional lqical networlcs such as [zl4] where two
terms are linked with an edge provided they cooccur in a
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colpus. In this kind of network there is only one type of
edge.

For semantic analysis, lexical networks are used only
for lexical disambiguation. On the other hand, Jean
V6ronis, for example, showed that distributional networks
are small worlds and used this property to find every possi_
ble meaning for a word [4a]. He made partitions on graphs
to extract the different components organised around a hub,
a central node to which are linked terms used in a same
context. For a semantic analysis, these components are
exploited while searching for the partition containing the
words in the co-text of the target term.

The direct exploitation of the graph structure is also
used with semantic network as in [42], following works
of [28]. Only synonymy edges are used, their function be-
ing to look for cliques around the target word. In the given
disambiguation examples, the complementary use of dis-
tributional data allows to guess the privileged meaning of
an adjective depending on the noun to which it is related
to.

With regard to the indirect use of the structure of the
graph, it is done step by step by mutual activations and
excitation of the nodes to cause compatible solution to
emerge. [43], for example, use a technique inspired by
"neural networks" on a graph made from dictionaries def_
initions while [24] built a network with words of a sentence
and their possible meanings and edges weighted according
to a similarity between definitions. Excitation of nodes is
done with apagerank [3] algorithm.

Very few authors use edge labels in their experiments.
We have found only [27] who uses the Leacock and
Chodorow measure [21] on WordNet based on is-a rela_
tions.

4.2.2 Limits of LexicalNetworks

All these methods help to solve only one of the prob-
lems mentionned in section l.i.e. lexical ambiguity. They
provide a way to make a preference concerning the mean-
ing of each word of a text haken individually. This last
feature makes it impossible to even obtain the compatible
paths of interpretation. By their very nature, it is hard to
imagine how to extend the above mentioned methods in
order to solve at least one of the other problems. Indeed,
they all consider that the important information to be found
in the networks lie only in the node, whereas in reality they
also lie in the edges. However, as mentionne d inpart 3.4.2,
to find the relations between items in a statement can con_
tribute to the resolution of other types of ambiguity (e.g.
lexical ambiguity).

Of course, this last comment has to be considered with
respect to the specifically used networks. In the previous
examples, none present both paradigmatic and syntagmatic
information as the network we manage to build. Never-
theless, some research converges towards this idea. Syn-
tagmatic information is crucially lacking in a network like
WordNet. This phenomenon is known as the tennis prob-
lem. The lexical item ,ract<ee is in one area while ,court, urrd
,player, are in others. Of course this is true, no matter what

field chosen. Syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations are
essential for natural and flexible access to the words and
their meaning. Michael ZockandOlivier Ferret have made
a very interesting proposal in this respect [9].

4.3 Hybrid Representation of Meaning: MixingCon-
ceptual Vectors and Lexical Network

While lexical networks offer unquestionable precision,
their recall is poor. It is difficult to represent all possible
relations between all terms. Indeed, how can we repre-
sent the fact that two terms are in the same semantic field?
They may be absent from the network, because they are
not connected by "traditional" arcs. Inhoducing arcs ofthe
b4le "semantic field" is also problematic for us, because
of two reasons, implied by the fi:zzy md, flexible nature
ofthis relation: (l) the first one is related to the database
creator's understanding concerning this relation: when do
two synsets belong to the same semantic field? In an un-
favourable case there would be very few arcs, while in the
extreme, opposite case we could have an explosion of arcs;
(2) the second and more fundamental problem is related to
the representation itself. How could a fuzzy relation, the
essence of a continuous field, be represented by discrete
elements?

Thus, the continuous domain offered by conceptual vec-
tors provides flexibilities that the discrete domain offered
by the networks cannot. They enable us to see connections
between words including less cornmon ones. A network,
on the other hand, cannot do so, no matter how common
the ideas are. Conceptual vectors and thematic distance can
correct the weak recall inherent to lexical networks. This
being so, conceptual vectors and lexical networks comple-
mente each other, they are complementary tools: the weak-
nesses ofone are alleviated by the strenght ofthe other.

4.4 Automatic Construction of a Semantic Lexical
Database

ln order to model, detect and exploit lexical functions
for a semantic analysis, we need to build a database which
allows to represent the meaning of as many words as pos-
sible. We call this database, semantic lexical Database
(SLB). Let us present here quickly what kind of lexical ob-
jects are stored in the database, how they are linked and
how the database is built. Our approach grounded on the
following six hypotheses. For details, consult [38].

The first hypothesis, hybrid representation ofmeaning
based on a mixture of thematic (conceptual vector) and lex-
ical approach (relations) is the consequence of the ideas
developed in section 4.3. Meaning is represented in the
database by lexical objects, composed ofa conceptual vec-
tor and lexical information like morphology, frequency
concerning usage, lexical relations, etc. Each term ofthe
lexicon is represented as a lexical object called LExrcAL
ITEM.

A lexical item is a pointer conceming the particular
meaning it can take in a text. To represent these mean-
ings, our database stores one lexical object called AccEp-
TIONS for each (hypothesis II, Internal semantic relations
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of a lexical item).
In classical dictionnaries like Larousse [20] or Robert

[32] for French, there are about 80000 terms, most of
which are polysemous. In our experience on French, deal-

ing with more than 120000 entries, the polysemy rate is

about 55%. For polysemous tems, there is an average of
5 definitions for each entry hence we would have to index

about 400000 AccEPTIoNs, which would be unreasonable

to be done manually. Hypothesis III is the automatic gen-

eration of the ecCspTIoNS. This automation is done by

bootstrapping from a reduced core of manually indexed

AccEPTIoNs (approximately one thousand) and from in-

formation extracted from heterogeneous sources like tradi-
tional dictionaries, synonyms, antonyms dictionaries, Web

sites. . . . A third kind oflexical object is defined by this hy-

pothesis: a LEXIE gathers all information extractable from

a definition.
The fourth hypothesis is to use a multi-source analysis

in order to overcome the shortcomings of definitions (cov-

erage of the lexicon, metalanguage).

The fifth hypothesis which allows the regular update of
the base as well as the stabilization of the data is the idea

of permanent learning.
The last hypothesis, is the double loop. It has been pre-

sented in previous publications t37l t40l [38], namely that

not only a conceptual vector database could be improved

by using conceptual vectors obtained by the lexical func-

tions, but also that the results of these same functions are

clearly improved by the use of lexical information and the

conesponding vectors. Hence, not only do the functions

improve, but their results, exploited by the method of nain-

ing, can be used for new vector construction. The entire

system gtows richer by the contribution of the functions

which themselves grow richer due to their contribution to

the whole system.
Following this idea, we have developed a multi-agent

system in order to build this database.

4.5 Modelling of Lexical Functions

4.5.1 Construction Lexical Functions

Construction .LFs allow to build conceptual vectors

from ohers. We saw in section 3.4'2 that LFs can help in

semantic analysis. We will illustrate it here with an exam-

ple on antonymy LFs. Let us consider the term 'unsuitsble'
*which is not suitable", a definition extracted from the

French dictionary [20] for the term' [t is obvious, that it
is not enough to find the correct AccEPTIoN ofthe adjec-

tive,suitable,, in order to obtain an adequate conceptual vec-

tor. ln this particular case, a construction lexical function
of antonymy is necessary as we need to build an antonym

vector from 'suitoble'. Likewise, in the case of the analy-

sis of a synonym dictionary, we will build the vector of a
synonym thanks to a construction lexical function of syn-

onymy.

4.5.2 Evaluation Lexical Functions

Evaluation LFs measure the relevance of a lexical rela-

tion between several terms. These LFs have differents roles

in our lexical database :

. for relevance evaluation, to allow evaluation of the

global relevance of the database by checking the corre-

spondence between Iinks existing in language compared to

those existing in the base;

. for analysis, to allow the ACCEPTION selection to eval-

uate whether two items in a text can be connected by a

particular relation;
. for generation, to help in finding the best lexical item to

use in a particular situation, i.e. item with the best evalua-

tion according to a lexical function.

4.5.3 Thematic and Lexical Characteristic of LF

4.5.3.a Relations of both Thematic and Lacical Charac-

teristic. This types of relations can be partly modelled with
thematic information (conceptual vectors) which require to

be supplemented by lexical information as we have shown

with antonymy [39] and to a lesser extent with synonymy

[38] and hypernymy [8].
Relations of both thematic and lexical characteristic ex-

ist with the two types of LFs :

. LF for linguistic lorcwledge : They correspond to

Mel'Euk's paradigmatics. They are synonyms, antonyms

and generics whose modelling for conceptual vectors is the

same as hypernyms;
. LF for world knowledge : They are hypernymy'
I'hyponymy, instance and the class function.

4.5.3.b Relations of a purely Locical Characteristic.

These relations cannot be represented using thematic in-
formation. We distinguish between:
. LF for linguistic lmowledge : apart from synonymy'

antonymy and generics, all the LFLK are purely lexical.

They correspond, according to the typology of [29], to
the syntagmatic LF which model collocations which are,

as previously mentioned, "combinations of lexical items

which prevail on others without sign of logical reason.".

As there does not seem to be any logical reason for these

relations, their nature being purely lexical.
. LF for world knowledge : a majority of the LFWK are

purely lexical. For example, if we consider the meronymy

relation, nothing in the theme of the items 'hand'and'finser',
nor anything conceming 'mast'nnd 'bodP allows anyone to

guess that finger is part of the hand while mast is part of
the boat. In a similar vein, no linguistic information allows
to predict that'shovel'is a typical instrument for perform-

ing the action of 'diging'(relation Instr), or, that the place

where sport activities are typically carried out is a <stodium'

ot a <gtmnasiwz' (relation loc).

5. GEI\ERALITIES ABOUT TIIE I{ETWORK

As we saw, the meaning representation ofthe lexical ob-
jects in the semantic lexical base uses partly relational na-

ture information (cf. section 4.3). In the same way, whole

or part of the modeling of a LF always requires explicitly
speciffing its relation in the semantic lexical base (cf. sec-

tion 4.5.3). These relations are thus stored in the seman-

tic lexical base. However, construction hypotheses of the

semantic lexical database (SLB), the acquisition of these
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explicited relations is done automatically and thus cannot
be boolean in nature. This is why we use Valued Lexical
Relations (VLR).

5.1 Valued Lexical Relations

In traditional semantic networks, an arc links two nodes
if a semantic relation exists between the two terms which
correspond to them. Thus, one finds a meronymy rela-
tion between ,teg' and <body> or an antonymy relation be-
tween ,brother, and ,sister, while there should be none be-
tween'elephanp and,sister, or between ,leg, and,tu steap,

The valued lexical relations (VLR) are not boolean and
have a value which expresses the probability of existence
of a relation between two lexical objects (lrxtcnl rrEMS,
ACCEPTIONS, LEXTES). Thus, a VLR ( is a relation which
gives, for two lexical objects, a value between 0 and l:

(: d -- [0, t] (t)
where o is the set of the LExrcAL oBJ.EcTS. The

closer the value is to l, the more likely is the existence
of the relation between the two items, and symetrically,
the closer the value to 0, the less likely the existence of
the relationship between the two items. If the value is 0,
we can consider that the relation does simply not hold be-
tween the two terms. For example, one can consider that
Rtr6;('elephaner,sister') : 0 or that Ry"ro(,lq,fplane,) : g
bttt R,46 i(' brother',,sister,) and, R14 no(, lq,,.body,) should be
close to l.

Figure I presents an example of a valued lexical net-
work. It is clear that in our base, links with a zero value
are not explicitly specified,unlike the one between ,teg, and
,plane, which is present as in this example.

5.2 Why use VLR in our approach?

5.2.1 VLR between LExrcAL rrEMs.

According to hypothesis I! known as multi-source
analysis, as a maximum number of sources is used to build

lexical objects of the semantic lexical base. Hence, we
can use traditional dictionaries, as well as semantic rela-
tion dictionaries or corpora like the Web.

The relations extracted from these sources are, of
course, of unequal quality. Extraction from traditional
dictionaries or specialized dictionaries of synonymy or
antonymy is easy and ofsuitable quality, because attested
already by lexicographers. Automatic exhaction from cor-
pora is much more problematic, though it has become the
object of much research [l3], [25], [5]. Thus, while one
might consider information as quasi-foolproof if it comes
from dictionaries, one cannot do the same if it is automati-
cally extracted from a corpus. Weighting can be helpful to
quantify the relevance ofthe discovered link.

5.2.2 VLR between AccEprroNs.

To be rigorously exact, one should not say that two
terms are related but rather that two of their acceptions are
related. It would thus be necessary that the lexical objects
AccEPTIoNS are connected by VLR.

According to hypothesis III, objects construction ofthe
lexical base is done automatically. Thus, it is by an auto-
matic way that the majority of the links will be created. Un-
certainties related to these automatic creations make neces-
sary the use of VLR.

5.2.3 VLR between different lexical objects.

Our approach is based on a threeJevel hierarchy: lrx-
IEs which correspond to the meaning of a term based on a
particular source, AccEpTIoNs which gather information
concerning the different LEXIES having the same mean-
ing, and finally the lexrcnI- rrEMs which gather all infor-
mation concerning the ACCEnTIONS of this specific term.
Nefwork construction is made not only automatically from
a single source (hypothesis III), but from several sources
(hypothesis IV) and continuously (hypothesis V) to ensure
that the base become coherent due to the repeated crossings
of various information sources while at the end dubious,
idealized, only AccEpTtoNs should be connected. Hence,
VLR can connect various lexical objects, including ones of
different type, during the network construction. One can
find information which makes it possible to connect a LEx-
IcAL IrEM resulting from a dictionary with others from
the same dictionary, or some LEXIES with some LEXICAL
ITEMS, with some AccEprtoNs, etc. None of these are
entirely foolproof this is why it is wise to use VLRs.

Figure 2 presents an example of a lexical network with
LExrcAL trEMs and AccEprIoNS.

6. LFsMODELLING
6.1 Construction and Evaluation LFs
6.1.1 Construction LFs

We have shown in section 4.5.3 the thematic and lexical
characteristics of the LF. Creation of construction lexical
function depends on this characteristic.
. relations of both thematic and lqical characteristic, we
have shown that it is indeed possible to create such func-
tions for synonymy [38] and antonymy [39]. For hyper-

Exeuprp oF VALUED LEXIcAL Nprwonr.
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l--lacception
Fig.2:

ExAMpLE oF LExIcAL NETwoRK lN ouR LSB

nymy and holonymy, it acts at the same time a difficult
and useless operation. Indeed, we compute conceptual

vectors thanks to dictonaries which use aristotelian defini-

tions i.e. in genus (the hypernym) and differentiae (differ
ences between hypernym and hyponym) which is exactly

what could be done by a hlryernymy function. A complete

demonstration can be found in [38];
. for relations of purely lexical kind, such fonctions are

impossible and useless to create.

Thus, we consider for all LF other than synonymy or
antonymy that the corresponding evaluation LF is com-
puted by using the following formula :

f :\*, (3)

This is the linear t *rfo.rri"tioo from the interval [0, l],
that one of VLR, to the interval [0,5], that of evaluation

LFs. This passage is linear since it is based on the assump-

tion that the more likely the relation the more important the

corresponding VLR.

6. 1.3 Important Points

- It is important to note that we clearly make a distinc-

tion between the explicit links in the LSB and the evalu-

ation of a relation between objects (with evaluation LFs).

We use the former combined for some relations, with con-

ceptual vectors to compute the latter;
- it is not because some LFs do not use conceptual vec-

tors for modelling of their FLA that their VLR is not com-
puted using conceptual vectors. For example, we can use

conceptual vectors to make a decision concerning the pref-
erence between the eCCEpttONS mouselanimal and mousel

computer for the hypernymy VLR between the lexical items
. mous e, and, rodent' because m ous e / anirnal and' rcdent' share

ideas about animals.

6.1.2 Evaluation LF 6.2 Neighbourhoud

An evaluation lexical function is a function which mea- 6.2-l Principle

sures the relwance of the corresponding relation b^"*:"1 The neighborhood function 'tl is the function which re-
two lexical objects. The value range lies between 0 and $ turns the n closest LEXT.AL oBJEcrs to a lexical object x
to be compatible with the evaluation LFs already presented according to a ELF / and the lexical objects ttr, . . . ),m :

(synonymy and antonymy) and with the thematic distance

in order to ease the calculations using these tools.

A lexical function/which evaluates the relevance of a f x{ x N-+on: A)
relation between the lexical objects r andy according to the f ,x,ut . . . ,\tm,rt -' E : il(f ,x,u1,. . . ,u^)
lexicalobjectszl' "''z^hxthefollowingcharacteristics : 

where f isthesetof evaluationlexicalfunctionsando
the set of lexical objects. The function 'Il is defined by :

& x { --- l},;l : x,y,zr,. . . tZm } f : F (x,y,zt'. . .,2.)

whereoisthesetonexicalobjects. 
Q) 

V{';'t,';,;:il,lr;:Vr(ilQf,x,u1,...,u^), (s)
For relations of a purely lqical characteristic, the only .f(*,y,--.,u*) 3 f(x,2,u1,...,u-)

information that we are likely to have is the existence prob-

ability of the relations on which the lexical object is depen- Neighborhood functions can be used for learning to

dent. We will consider that the evaluation is firnction of the check the overall relevance of the semantic base or to find

probabilityof therelation. the more appropriate word to use for a statement. Thus,

Evaluation LF for relations of both thematic and lqical they give us new tools to access words through a proximity

character are different according to the relations. We only notion to add to those described in [45] and issued from

mention them briefly here since we have examined them psycholinguistic considerations like form, part of speech,

previously. For synonymy and antonymy, we thus showed navigation in a huge associative network. They allow to

ihat evaluation LFs basedon the vectors and the lexical ob- navigate in a continuous way rather than in a discrete way

jects exist. On the contraxy, for hypernymS hyponymy and as this is commonly done in sernantic networks.

also instance or generic (which are close a *",H");lT 6.2.2 Exampres
creation of such a function is impossible [18] [38]. Here

also, we consideq as for purely lexical characteristic func- We consider here that the generalization of the neigh'

tions, that the evaluationls function of relation probability bourhoud function can take as argument the thematic dis-

if it exists. tance Dl which is not a LF :
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'/(Anti, ,tteath', 7):(,ti1e, 0.4) (,kilter, 0.449) (,murderer,

0.467) (,btood sucker, 0.471) (,sffise'0.471) (,to aie, 0.484) (,to
tive'0.486)

il(Dt, ,death', 7)=(,4aath, 0) (,murdered, 0.367) (,kitter,
0.377) (,age oftye 0.481) (,tyrannicide'0.516) (,to kiil, 0.5j9)
(,aead,0.582\

7. APPLICATION FORFRENCH

We have implemented BLEXISMA (Base LEXicale
Sdmantique Multi-agent, multi-agent semantic lexical
database), a multi-agent architecture which focuses on the
integration of all functionalities to create, enhance and ex-
ploit one or several Semantic Lexical Database. Our first
experiment was on French. The database contained about
121 000 LExrcAL rrpMs, 276000 AccEprroNs, g42 000
LExtEs and 503 000 VLR (essentially antonymy and syn-
onymy).

This experiment shows that the developpement of a such
base is possible. It has been used for semantic analysis us-
ing ant algorithms which allow the resolution of some of
the problems presented in section 2.[36]. We showed how
it is possible to model lexical functions: construction LF
to exploit synonymy and antonymy dictionaries and evalu-
ation LFs based on VLR automatically built. Grounded on
these last function a neighborhood can be performed for all
LFs.

8. CONCLUSIONS AIID PERSPECTI\TES

We have presented in this article a Lexical Semantic
Database which permits to model, detect and exploit Lex-
ical Functions. We have presented its architecture com-
posed of three types of lexical objects (rexrc,tr rrEM, AC-
cEPTIoN, LExrE) linked by materialised relations (VLR).
They are automatically built from heterogenous resources
like dictionaries, thesaurus, synonymy and antonymy dic-
tionaries. We presented construction LFs to build concep-
tual vectors from these sources, evaluation LF to estimate
the relevance ofa relation between lexical objects and the
neighborhood function which allows the database to be ex-
plored continuously rather than in a classic discrete way.

The database presented here allows the use of LF for
both analysis and generation. Unlike classic semantic
databases (Wordnet, MindNet or Cyc), relations between
terms are not only in the links but also in thematic aspects
(conceptual vectors) and can be interpreted only through
lexical functions.

We are currently following the same principle to de-
velop a multilingual project between French, English and
Malay. As in Papillon 1221, the idea is to etablish links
between axies (interlingual acceptions).

The authors would like to thank Michael Zock and
anonymous refereesfor helpful comments and suggestions.
We are, of course, responsiblefor any remaining errors.
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